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The CIA’s “Deep State”, Donald Trump and His “War on Terrorism”

By Larry Chin, January 30 2017

The CIA is responsible for orchestrating international terrorism and untold atrocities. How
does Trump plan on the CIA “ending” Islamic terrorism when it is the institution he “loves
and respects” is the institution that foments and continues to spread this “fear and havoc”?

President Trump: Nationalist Capitalism, An Alternative to Globalization

By Prof. James Petras, January 28 2017

During his inaugural speech, President Trump clearly and forcefully outlined the strategic
political-economic policies he will pursue over the next four years.  Anti-Trump journalist,
editorialists,  academics  and  experts,  who  appear  in  the  Financial  Times,  New  York
Times, Washington Post and the Wall Street Journal have repeatedly distorted and lied about
the President’s program as well as his critique of existing and past policies. We will begin by
seriously discussing President Trump’s critique of the contemporary political economy and
proceed to elaborate on his alternatives and its weaknesses.

The Trump-Media Circus and “Continuity of Agenda”. How the US Presidency Really Works

By Ulson Gunnar, January 28 2017

As the US media expertly divides the American public into pro and anti-Trump camps over
cartoonish,  unfounded  personal  accusations  aimed  at  President-elect  Donald  Trump,
Trump’s nominee for US Secretary of State, Rex Tillerson confirmed before the US Congress
that hostilities and agitation toward both Moscow and Beijing will only expand over the next
4-8 years.
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Trump Orders Military to Prepare for World War

By Tom Eley, January 29 2017

During a visit to the Pentagon on Friday, President Donald Trump issued an executive action
calling for stepped up violence in Syria and a vast expansion of the US military, including its
nuclear arsenal, to prepare for war with “near-peer competitors”—a reference to nuclear-
armed China and Russia—and “regional challengers,” such as Iran.

Rex Tillerson and the Myths, Lies and Oil Wars to Come

By F. William Engdahl, January 29 2017

Rex Tillerson, former CEO of the ExxonMobil oil colossus is not designated Secretary of State
because of his diplomatic experience. He is there because clearly the Trump Project of those
Patriarchs  behind  Trump–ones  such  as  Warren  Buffett,  David  Rockefeller,  Henry  Kissinger
and others–want a person from Big Oil guiding American foreign policy the coming four
years.
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